Safe Experience Guide
Updated 2/16/21
Based on the current guidelines and Emergency Order #13, in effect February 10 – March 10, 2021.
*We expect to make changes to our policies and procedures as we learn more about the risks and in
concert with changing public health guidance. We appreciate your patience as we continue through
these changing times.

Facility Entry Preparation:
•
•

•
•

Pool management will determine maximum capacity on the deck and in the pool to allow for
social distancing.
A reservation system may be implemented to manage any capacity constraints. If implemented,
members are encouraged to used our new recreation information platform to reserve a drop-in
spot in any pool activity. A phone call to the pool will also work for those who are not tech
savvy.
Members who come to the pool without a reservation will be considered a “walk-in”. Walk-ins
will be permitted assuming space is available in the activity at that time.
We anticipate locker rooms will be closed for the summer. Members are expected to come
dressed to swim. Bathroom use will be permitted.

Check-In:
•
•
•

Upon arrival, members must wear a mask or face covering, including while waiting to enter the
facility. If a member forgets a face covering one will be supplied. Except under certain
circumstances (such as lifeguards on stand), staff will also be wearing masks.
CDC signage will be posted on our front doors stating that a member may not enter if they have
any symptoms, recent exposure, or pose a risk of transmitting Covid-19.
Checkers will confirm a reservation, then each member will swipe membership card and
proceed to their designated activity in the facility.

Member Pool and Deck Experience:
•
•
•
•

Various sized stations of deck furniture will be spaced 6ft from another station. Stations are to
be used by members of the same household. If extra deck furniture is available, members may
request to have their deck station resized.
While remaining masked, a member will find a vacant station to place belongings. Member(s)
may remove their mask while at their station.
If a member does not need any deck furniture, belongings may be placed in a cubby.
Disinfectant will be supplied to clean the cubby when leaving.
Except as noted below, a member on the deck, and not at their station, must wear a mask.

•
•
•
•

Members have the option to walk straight to the pool without a mask or use the available
clothesline to pin their mask while swimming.
When exiting the pool, the member should put their mask back on.
At the conclusion of swimming, we ask for help wiping down their station. Members should use
the supplied wipes to clean their deck furniture, much like cleaning fitness equipment at a gym.
Except for members sharing their station, members are reminded to social distance at all times
in the pool area whether on the deck or in the water.

Swim Lessons:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Each class will be given a space to use for their course and should not go outside of that space
unless using the diving well.
Instructors of lower-level courses will teach in the water, and wear a face shield facing up to
avoid air movement toward the participant.
All classes have a capacity of 4-7 participants depending on the level.
Instructors of upper-level courses will teach outside the water and wear a mask. Participants will
socially distance when they are able.
All instructors will be given a set of materials to use for their lessons in a mesh bag. Instructors
will disinfect the mesh bag containing all the materials at the conclusion of each class.
Participants should utilize the clothes line to pin their mask immediately before entering the
water.

Swim/Dive Team/Water Ballet:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Coaches should wear masks while coaching their teams and unable to social distance.
Each team must utilize different spaces if practice is at the same time.
Participants should put their belongings in a cubby, keeping their mask on until the team is
ready to enter the water.
Once ready to enter the water, participants should pin the mask to the clothes pin.
After practice, participants should exit the water and locate their mask before walking to grab
their belongings.
All participants should remember social distancing guidelines and abide by them while in and
out of the water.
Team members will need to exit the facility at the conclusion of practice. Team members who
want to stay into the next activity will need to have a reservation or ask a cashier whether space
is available for walk-ins.

Thank you,
Elaena Noffsinger
Pool Manager
enoffsinger@shorewood-hills.org

